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MEMBER for Rockhampton
Bill Byrne has stepped into
the middle of one of

Rockhampton’s long-term
problems.
The issues of substance abuse
and subsequent violence among a
small number of people in the
city’s CBD has been around for as
long as I’ve been living in this
great region.
Having seen first hand recent
violent incidents, Mr Byrne can’t
turn a blind eye.
Not when the owners of
surrounding businesses and
members of the community turn to
him expecting action.
Make no mistake, businesses
and people are impacted upon and
I’m sure would prefer this problem
not exist.
That is not being heartless in
any way.
But this is a tough situation,
particularly for the authorities,
and presents a no-win scenario for
politicians.
The police do charge offenders
who are involved in street crime
incidents.
They appear in court and are
handled appropriately.
These are contributing members
of our community who need
support and understanding if they
are to stop the instances of
unacceptable behaviour.
The law is tough on repeat
offenders.
All our politicians and
authorities can do is step up police
patrols to address the incidents as
they happen to act as a deterrent.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Fluoride has
nuclear punch
LAST week on the computer I came
upon a program which stated fluo-
ride was a by-product of nuclear
waste, a substance that govern-
ments will not allow to be returned
into the ground because it’s so
dangerous. I am not a scientist and
none of the books I have checked
have enlightened me on this sub-
stance.
But I do know when fluoride was

placed in our drinking water, as I
perspire my underwear is stained
with a black stain like lead, which
stain remover does not fully re-
move. No one has the right to give
me medications that will counteract
with any medication prescribed by
the doctor. Fluoride, like any medi-
cation, is an individual matter and
should be treated at such.
■ Ray Adsett
Rockhampton

Disappointed over
council’s decision
AS ONE of those who wrote to the
council in support of continued
drinking water fluoridation, I was
disappointed to hear of the decision
to terminate this important public
health initiative.
Fluoridation is not a form of

“mass medication” – fluoride itself
is found naturally in soil, freshwater,
seawater, air, plants and many
foods. Water fluoridation simply
refers to the process of adjusting
the naturally-occurring level of

fluoride in drinking water, to provide
protection against tooth decay.
Fluoridation is supported by peak

national and international health
bodies. Fluoridation has taken place
in Australia since 1953 and today
around 90% of Australians drink
fluoridated water without any ill
effect.
I realise it may be too late to

reverse this decision but it is not
too late to question it.
■ Dr James Smith
Director of Public Health
CQ Public Health Unit

Plan to change
Our way of life
COMRADE Gillard is hoping this
time (it was tried twice before) the
people of Australia will give the nod
to the Fabian Socialist plan to have
local government recognised in the
Constitution.
All sides of politics, and of course

councillors and mayors, are “over
the moon” they will get money
direct from Canberra if the proposal
gets up on September 14. But will
Australians, this time around, and
there being a new generation of
voters, be deceived by the propa-
ganda that is being put forth that
this is just a “minor” adjustment to
the Constitution which will not
affect the way business is done?
This is another bid towards having
everything run from Canberra as
regions of Germany were controlled
by Berlin in the 1930s.
■ Jay Nauss

Questioning
antecedents of Palmer’s
party
PERHAPS our editor may be kind
enough to satisfy the billion-dollar
question. Is it to be or is it not to be.
Is pal Palmer’s PUP Party a leg-

.

❝
Fluoridation
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Be surprised by Emma McBryde’s Offside column

Opinion

DOES Frank Brown of
Richmond have his tongue
firmly in his (carnivorous)
cheek? (TMB 15/05/13).
Vegetarianism is in plague
proportions. Really?
Three polls conducted in the
past seven years show about 2%
of the population eats a
vegetarian diet (two Newspolls
and a Roy Morgan survey).
Maybe Mr Brown is confusing
a drop in consumption of beef
and lamb during the past 20
years with an increase in
vegetarianism. An increase in
demand for poultry, pork and

seafood has matched a
reduction in the purchase of
red meats.
The Australian Bureau of

Agricultural and Resource
Economics and Sciences in 2011
reported the average per capita
consumption of red meats, pork
and poultry was 116 kilograms
a year, second only in the world
to the United States, on 123kg.
Hardly an indication of a

plague of vegetarianism
sweeping the country, is it?
Barrie Eggleston,
Taranganba

One of The Morning Bulletin’s readers thinks calls of a plague of
vegetarianism are exaggerated.
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TOP LETTER

Vego’s, lettuce be real

BEING busy is good, and if you
are a protestant, being busier is
(apparently) even better. But
what is busy-good and what is
just wheel-spin?
Recently two articles featuring
John Borghetti appeared in the
financial press.
Both discussed his strong work
ethic and his expectation that
staff should be on call 24/7,
including weekends, answering
emails, phone calls and attending
teleconferences.
Today the financial press

reports a profit downgrade by
Virgin, caused at least in part by
the installation of the new Sabre
reservations system.
I am a keen Virgin customer,
but even an occasional flyer
cannot help but come to the
conclusion that the Sabre
experience has cost dearly. Was it
installed too quickly? Were there
short-cuts? Is John’s 24/7 culture
paying off?
Airlines are one of the most
difficult of businesses and I
confess to not running one. What
I have done, however, is build a
meaningful regional financial
services business in an ugly
economic environment. There
have been plenty of times where I
have worked till midnight or
gotten up at 3am to meet one

deadline or another, and I’ve
spent countless weekends in the
office.
One thing I have learnt is that
you can be too busy – no time to
think leads to problems.
Responding to myriad emails,
generated at others’ whim causes
clutter of the desk and mind, and
short-circuits intuitive insight.
Worse, it eats into the time
available to properly investigate
those insights.

When we look at successful
people around the world, it is
easy to follow the mantra that
“money makes money”.
But people with money can call

the shots on what they do with
their time. So perhaps money
makes time, and time and lack of
clutter is the thing that facilitates
good decision-making.
John and others say they

expect staff to be on call 24/7, but
what is the cost?
Is the implicit assumption that

a weekend with the kids is (from
a business point of view) wasted.
I am all for being busy, but let’s

make our busy-ness count.
That means listening to that

inner voice, doing our homework
and moving on those things that
we can make happen.

Being too busy to think
.
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